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Intel® Math Kernel Library Lab (Fortran 
version) 

Intel® Xeon Phi™ Product Family  

This tutorial aims to familiarize you with the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor which uses the Intel® Many 

Integrated Core (Intel® MIC) architecture. This architecture addresses highly parallel workloads with a choice 

of familiar programming models. 

Overview 
The example used throughout this tutorial is a dense matrix-matrix multiplication (“gemm” with α = 1, 

and β = 0). The following topics are introduced: 

 Reuse and share existing code across Intel architectures including the Intel® Xeon Phi™ 

coprocessor 

 Use the Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) with the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor for 

o Automatic offload (hybrid between host and coprocessor) 

o Compiler-assisted offload using Language Extensions for Offload (LEO) 

o Coprocessor only execution 

 Generate console output that is trigged by offloaded code (“print”) 

 Offload C/C++ code that calls FORTRAN code 

In this tutorial, the majority of the code does not change from activity to activity (driver program). 
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1 Getting Started 

Introduction 

Source code files are numbered according to the order of activities i.e., “00” (Getting Started), “01” 

and so on. A file containing a suggested solution for each activity can be found by appending 

“_solution” to the base name.  

http://software.intel.com/en-us/forums/intel-math-kernel-library 

http://software.intel.com/en-us/forums/intel-many-integrated-core 

http://software.intel.com/en-us/search/site 

Note: answers to questions are not included in the given solutions. Take your own notes, and keep 

your own solutions as a reference! 

Activity 

Learn how to compile and link a program that uses Intel MKL with an Intel compiler or any other 

supported compiler. Adjust the execution environment in order to pin threads according to the 

machine topology. 

1. Have a look at the source code in 00_getting_started.f90. Locate the 

getting_started function, and follow the anticipated flow of the execution into the run 

function. The original C++ version of this program used C++ templates to map single-

precision and double-precision to either SGEMM or DGEMM calls. In the Fortran version, an 

sxxxx and a dxxxx version of each routine provide that functionality. 

2. Make the compiler environment available in your shell environment. For example, type: 

source /opt/intel/compilerxe/bin/compilervars.sh intel64 

3. Compile the code using the Intel® Fortran compiler (ifort) and use –mkl and –openmp. 

Here it is sufficient to rely on a single-step compile-link-process: 

ifort –mkl –openmp 00_getting_started.f90 –o 00_getting_started 

4. Open the Intel MKL Link Line Advisor, and play with the various options. See 

/opt/intel/composerxe/Documentation/en_US/mkl/mkl_link_line_advisor.htm 

5. Run the executable. For example, type: 

00_getting_started 2000 

Pin the threads by using the KMP_AFFINITY environment variable of Intel OpenMP*. For 

example, use KMP_AFFINITY=granularity=fine,compact,1,0 

Bonus 

I. Take notes about the variation of the execution speed with and without affinity settings! 

  

http://software.intel.com/en-us/forums/intel-math-kernel-library
http://software.intel.com/en-us/forums/intel-many-integrated-core
http://software.intel.com/en-us/search/site
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2 Execution Models 

Introduction 

Intel MKL on the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor offers zero-effort automatic offload, compiler-

assisted offload and coprocessor only execution as well as distributed execution in a cluster via 

MPI*. 

 

Figure 1: The spectrum of execution models is not only a set of three “modes”. For example almost all code may 
execute on Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor via compiler-assisted offload, successive offloads may maintain data-
persistence on the coprocessor, or quickly recompiled code may execute entirely on the coprocessor. 

Activity 

Using Intel MKL, learn to a) compile a program for coprocessor only execution, b) make use of 

automatic offload and c) make use of compiler-assisted offload. Also, learn to adjust the affinity 

settings for Intel OpenMP*, and experiment with large memory pages – an option that is offered by 

the Linux* µOS on the coprocessor. 

1. On the host, cross-compile 00_getting_started.f90 for coprocessor execution by 

requesting that the entire baseline code target the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor (-mmic). 

ifort -openmp -mkl -mmic 00_getting_started.f90 –o \ 

00_getting_started_native 

2. Copy the generated executable to the coprocessor:  
scp 00_getting_started_native mic0:~/ 

If you do not know the name of the coprocessor, try ifconfig to find the coprocessor’s 

network name or address (e.g., myhostname-mic0). Login to the coprocessor and run the 

program: 

./00_getting_started_native  

If the program reports any missing libraries, copy the necessary files from 

$MKLROOT/lib/mic and /opt/intel/lib/mic on the host to a directory on the 

coprocessor. Set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable to point to that directory, 

then rerun the executable. Alternately, you can use micnativeloadex utility.  

3. Next compile 00_getting_started.f90 to use automatic offload. On the host, open 

00_getting_started.f90 and add the line  
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call mkl_mic_enable()  

near the beginning of the getting_started function before the execution proceeds to 

SGEMM or DGEMM. Alternatively, you can set the environment variable 

MKL_MIC_ENABLE=1. 

Compile and execute the program on the host. Some of the work will automatically be 

offloaded to the coprocessor: 

ifort -openmp -mkl 00_getting_started.f90 –o 00_getting_started 

./00_getting_started 

4. Now compile 01_offload.f90 using the Language Extensions for Offload (LEO) to offload 

the entire run function to the coprocessor. Open 01_offload.f90 and add a !dir$ offload 

directive before each call to the run function. Specify which data is going into the offload 

section and which is coming out. For example: 

!dir$ offload target(mic) in(a:length(n)) 

in front of a function copies in the array a. Compile and run the program: 

 ifort -openmp -mkl  01_offload.f90 –o 01_ offload 

./01_offload 

The Intel compiler does not require an option in order to enable compiler-assisted offload. 

LEO can be disabled even when an offload directive is found, using -no-offload. 

5. Compare the execution models for Intel Xeon Phi: (1) is coprocessor-only execution “more 
native” than using the compiler’s assistance to offload work? (2) Is it possible to make 
successive small offloads efficient using LEO? (3) Is the Intel® MYO API (“Mine Yours 
Ours”) able to incrementally transfer data? 

Bonus 

I. Manipulate the distribution of work of Intel MKL’s automatic offload. Use either the 

environment variable (MKL_MICn_WORKDIVISION), or the Intel MKL service API. 

II. Compare the execution speed between the coprocessor-only variant and the version that 

offloads the entire run function! 
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3 Working with Intel® MKL 

Overview 

Intel MKL provides language interfaces for FORTRAN, and C/C++. It is important to remember this 

since the storage order of matrices or the expected index base may differ between languages. 

Programs can be a mixture of these languages. This also applies in the presence of offloaded 

functions, or for code that is executed on the coprocessor only. 

Activity 

Learn how a program looks when it offloads a code section written in FORTRAN via an offloaded 

C/C++ function. Row-major vs. column-major storage order is exercised by a comparison of 

equivalent BLAS and CBLAS calls. Furthermore, learn how to synchronize console output that is 

initiated on the coprocessor’s side. 

1. Compile 01_offload_solution.f90 and run the executable. Notice, that the program 

prints the execution time from an offloaded function. Comment out flush(6) in function 

run, compile and run again.. 

2. Try the environment variable OFFLOAD_REPORT with the previously created executable, and 

set a verbosity level e.g., OFFLOAD_REPORT=2. 

3. Inspect 00_gemm_mkl.hpp and compare the calls of Intel MKL’s GEMM functions as 

toggled by USE_GEMM_CBLAS. 

4. Attribute sgemm_fortran and dgemm_fortran in 02_gemm.f90 to target Intel MIC 

architecture. The attribute applies at the same place where these functions are C-exported. 

Note, when FORTRAN and C/C++ objects are linked together the version of both Intel 

compilers must match exactly in order to use inter-procedural optimization (IPO). Compile 

02_fortran.cpp and check the offload-report.  

ifort –mkl –openmp 02_gemm.f90 -c 

icc –mkl –openmp 02_fortran.cpp 02_gemm.o 

5. In order to be able to pin threads on the host-side (KMP_AFFINITY) as well as on the 

coprocessor’s side use MIC_ENV_PREFIX=MIC to create separate coprocessor 

environment variables. Pin Intel OpenMP* threads on Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor with 

MIC_KMP_AFFINITY=granularity=fine,balanced. 

6. There is little effort required in order to use 2 MB pages with compiler-assisted offload. The 

environment variable MIC_USE_2MB_BUFFERS can be set to a threshold (number in 

Kilobyte) after which huge pages are used. Measure the performance impact of huge pages. 

Bonus 

I. Would you expect a performance impact from ILP64 in case of sparse matrix-vector 

multiplication? 

II. Calculate the necessary memory bandwidth in order to saturate your coprocessor’s 

theoretical peak performance in case of double-precision SPMV. 
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4 Legal Information 

Optimization Notice 

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel 

microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the 

availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel.  

 

Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to 

Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more 

information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice. 

Notice revision #20110804 

Trademark Information 

BlueMoon, BunnyPeople, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Centrino, Centrino Inside, Cilk, Core Inside, E-GOLD, Flexpipe, i960, Intel, the Intel logo, 

Intel AppUp, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel CoFluent, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Insider, the Intel Inside logo, Intel NetBurst, Intel 

NetMerge, Intel NetStructure, Intel SingleDriver, Intel SpeedStep, Intel Sponsors of Tomorrow., the Intel Sponsors of Tomorrow. logo, Intel 

StrataFlash, Intel vPro, Intel Xeon Phi, Intel XScale, InTru, the InTru logo, the InTru Inside logo, InTru soundmark, Itanium, Itanium Inside, 

MCS, MMX, Pentium, Pentium Inside, Puma, skoool, the skoool logo, SMARTi, Sound Mark, Stay With It, The Creators Project, The Journey 

Inside, Thunderbolt, Ultrabook, vPro Inside, VTune, Xeon, Xeon Inside, X-GOLD, XMM, X-PMU and XPOSYS are trademarks of Intel 

Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. 

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 

Technical Collateral Disclaimer 

INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH INTEL PRODUCTS. NO LICENSE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 

BY ESTOPPEL OR OTHERWISE, TO ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT. EXCEPT AS 

PROVIDED IN INTEL'S TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR SUCH PRODUCTS, INTEL ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER 

AND INTEL DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, RELATING TO SALE AND/OR USE OF INTEL PRODUCTS 

INCLUDING LIABILITY OR WARRANTIES RELATING TO FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR 

INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, COPYRIGHT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT.  

 

A "Mission Critical Application" is any application in which failure of the Intel Product could result, directly or indirectly, in personal injury or 

death. SHOULD YOU PURCHASE OR USE INTEL'S PRODUCTS FOR ANY SUCH MISSION CRITICAL APPLICATION, YOU SHALL 

INDEMNIFY AND HOLD INTEL AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES, SUBCONTRACTORS AND AFFILIATES, AND THE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, 

AND EMPLOYEES OF EACH, HARMLESS AGAINST ALL CLAIMS COSTS, DAMAGES, AND EXPENSES AND REASONABLE 

ATTORNEYS' FEES ARISING OUT OF, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ANY CLAIM OF PRODUCT LIABILITY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR 

DEATH ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF SUCH MISSION CRITICAL APPLICATION, WHETHER OR NOT INTEL OR ITS 

SUBCONTRACTOR WAS NEGLIGENT IN THE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, OR WARNING OF THE INTEL PRODUCT OR ANY OF ITS 

PARTS.  

 

Intel may make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. Designers must not rely on the absence or 

characteristics of any features or instructions marked "reserved" or "undefined". Intel reserves these for future definition and shall have no 

responsibility whatsoever for conflicts or incompatibilities arising from future changes to them. The information here is subject to change 

without notice. Do not finalize a design with this information.  

 

The products described in this document may contain design defects or errors known as errata which may cause the product to deviate from 

published specifications. Current characterized errata are available on request.  

 

Contact your local Intel sales office or your distributor to obtain the latest specifications and before placing your product order.  

 

Copies of documents which have an order number and are referenced in this document, or other Intel literature, may be obtained by calling 1-

800-548-4725, or go to: http://www.intel.com/design/literature.htm 

Software Source Code Disclaimer 

Any software source code reprinted in this document is furnished under a software license and may only be used or copied in accordance 

with the terms of that license. 

http://www.intel.com/design/literature.htm

